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These are the major changes in the backoffice version 4.0.0

This version covers work done in sprints 76, 77 and 78.

New features
- Product filters can now be used in product selection to promotions

- Fiskaly fiscal integration for Germany updated to new API version

- Admins can now send messages to groups of POS apps about need to update

or other urgent information

- New promotion qualification has been added: “Value of any selected

products”

- “Original price” has been added to products and variants, a mechanism

developed for outlets and other businesses that want to display the

savings customers get compared to other sales channels. Savings are

shown in bill, on printed receipt and on price labels printed from Go

Ctrl

- Tickets and gift cards can now be sent in SMS when Messagebird

integration is activated

- Customer prices, specific prices for products for a single customer or

for customer groups, can now be imported from csv. Useful for B2B

scenarios



- Retain24 has been defined as an integration with setup page to load

client certificate

- New parameter added to print cashier name on receipts

- Ticket session name has been added to ticket emails and electronic

receipts

- GBAT accounting export now handles sales done on commisions

- Stock events are now sent to Xero

- User credited order lines has now been added to the user sales report

- Performance for client price promotions has been improved to handle

large number of products

Bugs fixed
Numerous fixes and improvements have been made.

- Problem with multiple open EODs when you log in to the same register

from multiple devices has been fixed. After backend release, log all the

way out of POS and back in to clear away old open EODs

- Bug in Pusher when message sending fails has been fixed

- Problem with sending emails for tickets has been fixed

- While saving a product entity, error produced. The product is saved, but

the page does not redirect itself to product details, it stays on new

product form

API changes
- Warnings are now added to the API response, to assist developers in

doing things right, getting information about mistakes that would

previously be silently handled

- ID field added to benefit products response in promotions, so they can

be patched

- External ID has been added to promotions, to facilitate mapping to

entities in other systems



New parameters
The following new parameters are added in this backend release:

- Parameter to print cashier name on receipt,

Shared.Setting.ShowCashierNameInReceipts.Enabled

- Parameter to enable order closing in POS,

Shared.Setting.ExternalOrderClosing.Enabled

-
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